Karen Robards' book list

Series

Pirate
1. Island Flame
2. Sea Fire

Banning Sisters
1. Scandalous
2. Irresistible
3. Shameless

Jess and Mark
1. Pursuit
2. Justice

Charlotte Stone
1. The Last Victim
2. The Last Kiss Goodbye
3. Her Last Whisper
4. The Last Time I Saw Her

The Guardian
1. The Ultimatum
2. The Moscow Deception
3. The Fifth Doctrine
Novels

Forbidden Love
Amanda Rose
To Love a Man
Dark Torment
Wild Orchids
Loving Julia
Night Magic
Dark of the Moon
Desire in the Sun
Tiger's Eye
Morning Song
This Side of Heaven
Nobody's Angel
Green Eyes
One Summer
Maggy's Child
Walking After Midnight
Hunter's Moon
Heartbreaker
The Senator's Wife
The Midnight Hour
Ghost Moon
Paradise County
To Trust a Stranger
Whispers at Midnight
Beachcomber
Bait
Superstition
Vanished
Obsession
Guilty
Shattered
Sleepwalker
Shiver
Hunted
Hush
Darkness
The Ultimatum
The Moscow Deception
The Fifth Doctrine
The Black Swan of Paris
Novellas

Manna from Heaven

Omnibus

Wait Until Dark (with Linda Anderson, Andrea Kane and Mariah Stewart) Dark of the Moon / Desire in the Sun

Scandalous / Irresistible

To Trust A Stranger / Whispers At Midnight

Bait / Superstition / Vanished